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Booking deadline is Monday 21st
June.
Booking form enclosed for members,
copy on website at
www.rnregister.org.uk/rally.html
Moorings allocated in order of
booking!

Next edition
All contributions for the Spring edition will be
gratefully received. Do not worry about
format — in true RN fashion the editorial team can
cope with [almost] anything!
Please supply photographs as separate JPEG or GIF files.

Corporate Member
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Copy deadline is 15th April 2017
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Chairman’s Chatter
I wish you all a very happy and prosperous
New Year.
During 2016 the Register had a change of
management of Administration, Membership
and Finance; we welcome Andy Todd, a
brave volunteer, who takes over from Rob
Davies. Rob has carried out the tasks with
dedication and enthusiasm for as long as I
can remember, some eighteen years I
believe. Your President and Directors felt
there should be a formal thank you extended
to Rob for his time and effort. We have,
therefore, arranged a celebratory dinner at
the Black Country Living Museum at the end
of March to which all members are invited.
More details further into the magazine. Rob
and Helen deserve a splendid event so I hope
as many as possible can attend.

Today we have seen Gloucester Docks basin
frozen over with a light coating of ice and I
hope this is the last time we shall see this in
2017. I wish you all a good road and look
forward to seeing as many as possible at
Dudley, Stourbridge and the Gathering.
Great cruising to you all.

My thanks to all those involved in the events
and services provided by the Register, Rally,
Gathering, Sales and Newsletter, their efforts
keep us in touch and up to date.

From the Editor
New year, new season! How much winter weather you experience depends
on where you live; so far north Oxfordshire has not been too badly
affected though there is still time yet!
Some long running features are coming to a natural close in this issue,
so we have space for including new material. Please consider submitting
anything for inclusion; the continued success of our newsletter is down to
everyone and it can be about anything and everything. It would be
good to hear about members’ involvement with other waterway projects
as well!
It promises to be a full year of events in the RNR calendar so I hope that
you can join us through the year.
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Membership Matters
Well hello everyone, for the first time in print.
Firstly, a Happy New Year and I hope you
enjoyed the festive season.
For my first report, I’m pleased to say that the
handover from Rob seems to have gone very
smoothly, a couple of minor hiccups but
nothing of note. One of the first things I did
when I took over was to send out an email
briefly introducing myself. To keep postage
costs to a minimum, I’d like to use this as the
preferred method of communication for
membership matters. However, I’m aware that
we don’t have email addresses for everyone
and I had a few that bounced back, generally
because the email address is no longer in
use. So my first plea is that if you haven’t
heard from me, please let me know your

current email address, if you have one, by
sending me one at
administration@rnregister.org. I will then be
able to update our database.
I am pleased to say that we have three new
members since the last issue. A very warm
RN welcome therefore to:
Nigel & Noreen Moore, Redditch, nb Regent
No.2
Dave Stubbins, Flookburgh
Ian Richardson, Brithdir, Dolgellau

Andy Todd
The role of Administrator for the RN Register
is synonymous with the name Rob Davies so
who is this incomer? Well, Andy is a
Chartered Accountant, or at least he was until
he nearly retired in 2013. He trained with what
is now KPMG, one of the big four firms of
accountants, before moving into industry and
then setting up his own practice in 1990.
Andy and wife Jane have been boating since
1981. Following two hire boat holidays, they
returned from the second one and
immediately started looking to buy a boat. A
cruiser was mooted, but they really wanted a
narrowboat and turning to Springer meant that
they could (just) afford to buy a new boat, all
26 feet of it. This was delivered to moorings
just outside Hemel Hempstead at about the
same time that Blisworth tunnel shut, having
suffered a severe roof collapse. After five
years of summer holidays going from Hemel
to Stoke Bruerne and back, they hankered
after more of the canal system than this
stretch so that boat was sold and they bought
an ex-hire boat from Calcutt Boats. Based on
the junction of the Oxford and Grand Union
canals, this offered only dreamt-of freedom
and so this became home base. 1992 saw a
new boat being built by Calcutt, although this
took over two years to build and another exhire boat plugged the gap. The Perkins D3 in
the new boat was a step in the right direction
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but still
couldn’t
compete with
the sound of
a slow
revving
heartbeat.
Hence, when
a new boat
(Apsley) was
ordered from
Stowe Hill
Marine in
2005, a
Russell
Newbery
DM2 was the
choice of
engine and the rest, as they say, is history.
The engine has now done 3000 hours and
has just been back to RN for its first ever
check-up.
When not boating, or fighting off the remaining
clients wanting work done, Andy’s hobbies
include off-road trials competitions (V8 versus
the terrain), flying model aircraft (from a WWI
bi-plane to a jet) and birdwatching.
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RN Instruction Manuals - Update
Firstly, Jim Comerford has looked into the
costs of reprinting the large A4 Vero manual,
but at £60 per copy, this part of the project
has been downgraded to producing a PDF
version which members can then keep on
computer and print whatever section is
needed.

and previously printed locally. We have now
confirmed that this copy is not at Daventry but
with said printer who has since gone out of
business. This will now continue as Work In
Progress and a further update will be made in
the Spring Edition. Jim will continue scanning
this now and says it may be available in time
for the Rally.

With regards to the green book, some
confusion has arisen as to the whereabouts of
a master copy, reportedly to be in Daventry,

Register Away Day Event 2017
Ian McKim Thompson is organising a very
special outing for us this year and to cap it all,
it will be over 2 days!
The Gloucester Warwickshire Steam Railway
day will be on Wednesday 17th May leaving
from Toddington. It has to be a Wednesday to
ensure steam haulage and then on to the
Morgan Works at Malvern on Thursday 18th
May. [My birthday, nice one, Ed!]

Ian says: “I recommend overnight
accommodation at Tewkesbury and will be
giving a list of the options once these have
been inspected. But the dates are unlikely to
alter".
Please let me know if you wish to attend. You
may want to email
betty.dobbs@btinternet.com or give me a call
on 01384 294131.

The Gloucestershire Warwickshire Steam Railway currently runs from Cheltenham Racecourse to Laverton, near
Broadway. The main station is at Toddington. It was once part of the Great Western Railway's main line from
Birmingham to South Wales running through Stratford-upon-Avon and Gloucester.
The views from the train are of the spectacular Cotswolds countryside, across picturesque villages to the Malvern
Hills. The line passes near Stanley Pontlarge where Tom and Sonia Rolt resided from the 1950s. Tom is buried in the
churchyard.
The photo on the right depicts one of the GWR’s auto trains - a mechanical controlled push-pull system. This
particular one has two coaches with a locomotive sandwiched between them.
[Dave Stubbins]
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RNR Celebration Dinner for Rob & Helen Davies
Our President, Ian McKim Thompson
writes:
"I am pleased to say that I have now
finalised arrangements for the Rob and
Helen Davies dinner to thank them for the
wonderful service and devotion which
they have given to the Register over the
last 18 years. More than 30 members
have indicated that they wish to support
the event which is very gratifying.
The event will take place on Friday, 31st
March 2017 at the Portal Building and
Gongoozler Restaurant, the HQ of The
Dudley Canal and Tunnel Trust, whose
correct address is: 501 Birmingham New
Road, Dudley, DY1 4SB.
This is just 10 minutes from Junction 2 of
the M5 and the brown signs indicate
"Dudley Canal Tunnel and Limestone
Mines". There is an excellent designated
car park even with charging points!
[Please note, Mr Scott!] Nearest stations
are Tipton and Dudley Port each about
35 minutes’ walk.
I have organised our own private party
boat with skipper to leave from the Portal
Wharf promptly at 17.45 to view the full
extent of the new and current displays
including the new Luke Perry sculpture.
We must leave on time to get back to the
restaurant for the 7 p.m. dinner. Dinner
will be served at 19.00 and wines and
drinks will be available by the glass or
bottle.
The main dish will be SPANISH
CHICKEN AND CHORIZO and the
vegetarian option will be SWEET
POTATO TAGINE both served with
traditional roast potatoes and seasonal
vegetables. The sweet course will be a
choice of HOMEMADE CHOCOLATE
BROWNIE & ICECREAM or
6

© Dudley Canal Trust

HOMEMADE APPLE CRUMBLE WITH
PROPER CUSTARD and a choice of tea
or coffee.
It is anticipated that we will finish at
22.00. Our dinner will be served in the
private function room which I have
booked, rather than the main restaurant
open to the public. Obviously, some
members will wish to stay overnight and
Dudley has several hotels, which are all
on the website. I can confirm that I have
inspected the Village Hotel (tel. 01384
888830) which has 124 rooms and the
Premier Inn (tel. 01384 880185) Dudley
Town Centre (Premierinn.com). Both
hotels are walkable to the Portal, downhill
about 15 mins. Taxis are available.
There is overnight mooring on the arm
immediately adjacent to the Portal, which
is off the BCN Old Main Line at Tipton
Junction; full CRT service facilities
available.
The cost will be £25 per head to cover
dinner and the boat trip. Please make
cheques payable to I.M. Thompson as I
am going to cover all the initial costs and
I also need to know about vegetarian
options, other dietary requirements and
the choice of sweet to assist our caterers.
I look forward to meeting you all at this
memorable event.
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Pond Life – A Winter Moorer’s perspective
For six months of each year, we settle
down in the safety of a marina berth with
all services available. After 12 years, the
lure was easy given the dire lack of
facilities in comparison at Lower Heyford,
not to mention significant savings on
mooring fees, wear and tear on the
generator etc. It does make a difference
having shore power, knowing that we
don’t have to rely on charging batteries
and always watching the amount of
battery power we take out when the
inverter is on 24/7. It’s also a time to
engage in a spot of people watching.
Our erstwhile coal and diesel boat owner,
who sold the business on a few years
back, was helping with crewing a pair of
hotel boats with me before Christmas. He
reminded me that, just like group names
for birds and cattle and sheep, boaters
have a collective name as well; A
“Grumbling”! That said, our pond has a
varied scattering of boating life that can
be interesting or irritating, depending on
your point of view:
A Floating Cottage. Rather than just a
mooring for the boat, planters, solar lights
and shrubs adorn the paths adjacent to
these. Mostly used by weekenders,
though some spend almost all their time
on board but do have a legitimate home
address so are not categorised as
residential. Others are frequent visitors
mainly at weekends. Many cannot be
separated from their vehicles and ignore
the parking rules, driving all over the
grassed areas - Grrr!

Peace Loving? NOT! Why do some
people have to talk so loudly and with
such bonhomie? At 7.30 in the morning,
outside my boat!!!
Pets. We have a dog and would not let
him loose for any reason - [Rally goers
will know only too well]– he’s not
socialised and would “do a runner”
anyway! But when others just ignore
theirs, let them wander around to poop
and not clear up, it’s a joke unless you
step in it in the dark or worse, your mutt
wants to investigate closely. Yuk. Cats?
Don’t even go there!
“Sheds”. Some boats are just neglected
by their owners and become unsightly.
Why pay out money for something you
don’t go to or care about. Worse are the
ones who have occupants – not just
confined to the towpaths then!
As my late father used to say “There we
are then!” And the military have a saying
“If you can’t take a joke, you shouldn’t
have joined up!”
Looking forward to boating soon!

“Girlie” Buttons. Useful when used,
especially in the wind, but just to line up
to get onto your pontoon - Seriously?
Probably the most annoying sound
around unless it’s hydraulic drive.
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Rolt on Stourbridge
I expect that all Register members are familiar
with L. T. C. (“Tom”) Rolt’s book Narrow Boat.
This famous publication was essentially the
catalyst for the revival of canals in the leisure
age. Rolt was a prolific author, writing many
other waterway titles including The Inland
Waterways of England and Green and Silver.
Members with a wider transport and
engineering interest will have read his
definitive biographies on the great engineers
Telford, the Stephenson's and Brunel; the
eminently enjoyable Railway Adventure and
the authoritative account of British railway
accidents, Red for Danger.
Other industrial topics he covered in print
included vintage cars, history of machine tools
and industrial history. Lesser well known are
his works of fiction, such as Sleep No More, a
collection of ghost stories and an odd volume
on philosophy, High Horse Riderless.
Probably one of his more obscure works is the
volume on Worcestershire in the County Book
Series. This series of 60 books published by
Robert Hale Ltd. appeared between 1947 and
1954. The series editor, Brian VeseyFitzgerald, allegedly chose Rolt as author
because of his intimate knowledge of the
county gained whilst living on Cressy at
Tardebigge wharf.
For many years I had searched second hand
book shops for a copy of this, without
success. Last year I came across a copy for
sale through a well known Internet store, and
costing under a fiver including postage!
The style of the text is very much Rolt’s, and
very readable for that. Rather surprisingly,
most of the first third of the book is not specific
to Worcestershire. This covers the history of
the Midlands and Welsh borders from Roman
to Saxon times. Rolt’s description of Saxon
farming methods, administration systems and
culture is one of the best explanations I have
read. For example, the terms “hide”, “bovate”
and “virgate” denoting land areas are related
to the capability of an eight oxen ploughing
team. He also describes in detail how the
Tudor enclosures came about and the effect
this had on the rural population. The resulting
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“landless proletariat” effectively meant the old
Saxon systems became increasingly unjust
and unworkable. We learn that Worcestershire
saw very little of the Peasant Revolt; as the
prosperity of the woollen and the forestry
industries had a cushioning effect.
Rolt’s pedigree as an industrial author is very
evident. He devotes a whole chapter to “The
Rise of Trade”. The chapters on each the
country’s districts have a focus on how the
topology and geology determined the trades
and industries of the area.
For students of industrial archaeology the
chapter on Kidderminster, Stourbridge and
The Black Country is of great interest. Today
we think of Worcestershire as a rural country,
but of course pre 1974 it contained half of the
Black Country.
Rolt’s narrative style paints a picture of each
area, thus avoiding the gazetteer style of most
modern day guides. For Stourbridge, his
dislike of mass production is evident. He
describes the housing estates of Wollaston as
“monotonous uniformity” which “impose upon
the landscape and appearance so alien and
so witless that no natural metaphor can
describe them.” Prince Charles would agree!
Most of the section on Stourbridge covers the
glass industry and its related activities of
glazed brick and glass-pot manufacture.
Glass-pots are the vessels in which sand,
potash, and other raw material for glass
making are smelted. Rolt illustrates this with a
lengthy description of the workings of a small
clay mine and mill. Here he met a Mr. Squire,
one of the last craftsmen pot-makers. These
few paragraphs are classic Rolt, praising the
skill of the man and the ingenious design of
the machinery yet at the same time lamenting
their imminent replacement by modern
mechanical production.
Almost as a footnote, Rolt tells us that
Stourbridge was the birthplace of the anvil - a
tool that really does connect industrial and
rural areas.
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Stourbridge Rally update
For Register members a booking form is
enclosed with this Newsletter. You can also
find a copy on the Rally page on Register’s
web site - where you can fill it in and then print
it. Early receipt of booking forms helps us and gives you mooring precedence.
Remember that at Stourbridge the moorings
are linear and the Bonded Warehouse is at
one end. As in our previous visit to
Stourbridge, boats will be moored two or more
abreast. Please only request bankside
mooring if it is absolutely essential.
Stourbridge is synonymous with glass, so
appropriately one of our craft activities
involves that material. This will take place at
the Red House glass cone and involves
working in the glass fusing studio to design
and decorate a glass tile with Bullseye glass.
Participants will also be treated to a guided
tour of Red House and a demonstration of
glass blowing. This is bound to be popular,
advance booking is essential as places are
limited. We have two sessions at 11am and
1pm on Saturday. Please also indicate on the
booking form if you intend lunching at Red
House, the café there is small - we don’t want
them to run out of food!
Slightly nearer the moorings is the Ruskin
Glass Centre and Webb Corbett Visitor centre
on Wollaston Road, Amblecote (access from
the last bridge over the Stourbridge Arm).
Formerly the factory for Royal Doulton, the site
now provides workshops for a thriving
community of craftspeople in both traditional
and contemporary glassmaking, together with
other crafts. You can learn about the history of
glassmaking in Stourbridge and see the whole
glassmaking process from start to finish,
including blowing, cutting, kiln work, stained
glass and lamp work. There is also an
excellent café which serves an exciting and
affordable menu of breakfast, snacks and hot
lunch dishes, using locally sourced organic
produce. This is open from 8.30 am (except
Sunday and Monday).
Speaking of food, we are not providing
breakfasts this year as the kitchen in the
Bonded Warehouse is too small. However we
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will be serving a Sunday tea to provide you
with sustenance for the Register AGM.
The Friday craft session is production of shiny
greetings cards. The shiny bit comes from old
CDs, so bring a few of those with you. On
Sunday morning you can try some bomb
making. No, not the explosive type but bath
bombs!
The only organised event on Saturday
afternoon is the 1pm Glass fusing session and
tour at Red House. So this leaves ample
opportunity for chatting with fellow rally
attendees, comparing notes on engines or
even polishing your brasses. The rally bar will
be open. Another option is a walk around the
town viewing some of the historic buildings.
These range from St. Thomas’s Church built in
1736 to the Art Deco building of the
Stourbridge Institute dating from 1920. Also
look out for the Old Library, built in 1905 with a
donation from Andrew Carnegie, at the time
the richest man in the world. Finally, for our
musicians, or budding musicians there will be
ample time for rehearsals and even a chance
to learn one or two chords on the ukulele.
For the technical workshops, we are running
Cylinder Heads again by popular demand.
Hopefully we will have a session on lubrication
oils and a practical introduction to scumbling
(wood graining).
The one big change from previous rallies is
that we will start on Wednesday evening. The
opening event is a buffet, this will be held in
the function room of the Duke William on
Coventry Street. Please book for this on the
booking form. Note because of licensing
restrictions we can not accommodate under
18's at the buffet - sorry.
Thursday is a rally whole day out - a visit to
Severn Valley Railway. Travel from the Town
station on what the locals call the tram to
Stourbridge Junction, then by train to
Kidderminster. There is plenty of time to travel
on the SVR steam trains to Bridgnorth and to
include a visit to the Engine House exhibition
at Highley or the riverside town of Bewdley.
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Our 2011 rally saw fifty nine boats moored from the
Warehouse along the Stourbridge Town Arm past the
bridge that led to Bradley’s basin. [Andrew Laycock]

Two iconic Stourbridge building, the Red House Glass
Cone and Dadford’s Shed, are visible when descending
the “mini Bratch” locks 8/9.
[Andrew Laycock]

Glassblowing at the Red House Glass Cone
[© Dudley MBC]

The Duke William, venue for the opening event of the rally
- the Wednesday evening buffet. Behind is Craddocks
brewery who are supplying some of the rally beer.
[Andrew Laycock]

After the rally is a Black Country convoy
cruise. Pedantically the description in the last
issue as a BCN cruise is wrong, Stourbridge is
not on the BCN! Ian McKim Thompson is
arranging this. It includes visiting Dudley
Tunnel on the trip boat with a meal at the
Gongoozler restaurant at the Portal at Tipton.
Next stop is Hawne basin, where a barbeque
is planned. The final destination is the town
arm at Walsall, where we spend two nights.
Visits to the excellent art gallery and
museums are setup for the day. Hence the
aim to pack two Town Arms with RN boats,
Stourbridge one weekend and Walsall a week
later!
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The rally bar will as usual feature several local
real ales - some brewed less than a mile from
the warehouse. Finally, just a reminder that is
our tradition we have a raffle. Please bring
along anything suitable as raffle prizes.
Proceeds from the raffle go to local waterways
related good causes.
The rally team are looking forward to your
attendance at this Bostin Black Country rally
and cruise.
rally@rnregister.org.uk 07870 294580
P.S. It is not too late to offer your help with running
any of the rally activities. All help is gratefully
appreciated.
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The Home Straight - Monty Vann and Pinner make it!
Having missed sending in a progress report
for issue 91, mainly due to there not being a
great deal to report, I ought by now to have
something to say, and I have. “The engine
runs!”. Twenty eight months after breaking
down but more about hearing it running a
little later.
The modifications I made to the lubrication
system, ref. RNR issue 87, appear to work

Three way ball valve arrangement
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well after adding a pressure relief valve to
the priming pump. The three-way ball valve
makes oil changing a doddle. As there was
no place to mount a spin-on filter, or the
three-way valve, I made up a plate to take
them and a manifold on which to fit the filter
carrier. This sub-assembly is mounted on
the engine using the original strainer bolts
and being able to remove it by undoing two
pipe fittings and two nuts. Useful when I

Header tank and heat exchanger
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discovered an oil leak. Why is it when
screwing in a pipe elbow is it always tight
when it’s the wrong way around?
Having mounted the electric water pump for
the raw water circuit, header tank and a
Bowman heat exchanger in positions I
thought suitable and the calorifier already
piped to the engine hole the time came to do
a bit of plumbing on both lubrication and
water systems.
In the past, I’ve plumbed hydraulic, water
and central heating systems so felt
reasonably confident. However, forming
several bends in a copper pipe so that the
ends are in the correct place to fit through
small gaps is something of a black art. I’ve
tried applying various formulae without
success and spoke to an experienced
locomotive pipe fitter who rattled off
percentages for different diameter and wall
thickness pipes. None of which I was able to
grasp so by buying twice the amount I
needed and starting with the longest runs
first I was able to minimise the waste. The
procedure was measure, record the
dimensions and make one pipe. If it was
right I was lucky, if it was wrong but could be
tweaked, I was still lucky. If it wasn’t right
and couldn’t be tweaked, make another one
adjusting the recorded dimensions to suit.
Much of the scrap pipe could be used on
shorter lengths. Eventually the pipework
was complete and oil and water systems
both filled. The by-pass across the
thermostat worked a treat and made filling
the cooling circuit straight forward.
At this stage the gearbox was not fitted,
allowing me to stand more comfortably in its
place to work. As the Brunton ‘box is
lubricated via the engine crankshaft I had to
plug it if I wished to run the engine. I didn’t,
and my trouser leg found that the priming
pump worked!
The diesel in the fuel tanks was bought
about three years ago, but it was still clear, I
use an water inhibiting additive, so thought
I’d give the engine a try. Half a gallon in the
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day tank and gravity bleeds the system. A
few pumps with the priming tool and the
injectors start to creak. Lift the
decompressor lever and start cranking. I
soon found I’m unfit! But the engine was
turning over more freely than I remembered
before the breakdown. After several
attempts and finding the engine has so
much compression it felt as though the
piston was hitting a positive stop, I realised I
wasn’t cranking it through compression after
dropping the decompressor. When I did it
started.
It was good to hear after so long and I think
it sounded healthier. Previously I always
thought it sounded bang - phut - bang - phut
but it now sounds as though both cylinders
are doing equal work.
As the engine temperature rose the
thermostat started to open at about 55? and
coolant flowed back into the tank as
planned. Looking up to check oil pressure
etc. I got a couple of spots on my glasses
and looking round to see where they came
from saw oil spots up one wall, across the
roof and down the other wall. The flywheel
end mainshaft seal was letting oil past and
the flywheel was flinging it. I’d made the new
seal to the profile remnants of the old one
but obviously, something was wrong. I’ve
now dealt with it and how I went about it
could be another article later should it be
wanted.
Having heard the engine and felt happy with
the way it ran, it was now time to fit the
gearbox. The first part to fit is the engine
half of the forward clutch which is mounted
on tapered diameter on the crankshaft with
a key and a nut. There is also a thrust
bearing and shim between the clutch and
timing chain cover to prevent any
longitudinal movement of the crankshaft
when the forward clutch is engaged. Though
I checked and adjusted this previously, ref.
RNR issue 85, I felt uneasy about tightening
the retaining nut without ensuring there was
still clearance either side of the crankshaft
centre main bearing. So, I removed a side
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door and checked with feelers and
confirmed that correct clearance was still
there.
After replacing the oil feed plug for a
metering jet (1/8” hole through a 1/8” BSP
plug) in the end of the crankshaft the
gearbox could be lowered into position and,
ensuring the bevel gear drive plate (drive for
reverse clutch) is lined up, pushed up to its
mating flange and bolted together.
Fitting the prop shaft and selector linkage
was straight forward. With the engine
running, each direction was selected and
found to take up smoothly. Neutral
appeared to be in a positive position unlike it
used to be when, often, I’d select neutral,

step off the boat to tie up and find the boat
moving off.
Having now got connection between engine
and propeller it was time to try the boat up
the cut. It went well to the winding hole and
back after which it showed one minor oil
leak. A screwed in elbow again.
Now I can go back to what I was doing
before I aborted my trip to Ellesmere Port.
Fitting out the interior.

[Perhaps we will see Monty at Stourbridge
this year? Ed]

From the Archives
Illustrating the diverse nature of boats
fitted with RN engines is this photograph
of the Padstow Rock Ferry St. Saviours.
The reverse of the original photograph has
the following handwritten inscription:
PADSTOW ROCK FERRY “St
SAVIOURS”
Designed by: A. W. B. Prowse A.M.I.N.A
Lanteglos by Fowey
Built and Owned by W. LINDSEY of
Padstow
ENGINE: DM2 Supplied by MESSRS
RUSSELL NEWBURY & CO. LTD.
INSTALLED by: SOUTH WESTERN
MARINE FACTORS. PLYMOUTH
and a photographic agency stamp
Photo by C. R. Clemens, 45 Fore Street,
Bodmin
What it does not state is the date of
construction. Can any reader shed some
light on those details? Additionally, any
subsequent history of the boat or the
engine is welcome.
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The Anson RN D2 Restoration
The following is reproduced with kind
permission of the Anson Engine Museum
from their Winter 2016 Newsletter. For
members who attended the RNR
Centenary Dinner at Poynton in 2009,
they may remember that this was one of
the two RN’s removed from the cinema.
The other was outside the museum and
caught the eye of Ray Gibbs, husband of
Vice President Sue Gibbs. He purchased
the engine and subsequently restored it
to running order as covered previously in
our own Newsletters.
This is a further update on the progress
with the Russell Newbery engine from the
cinema in Poynton, now where the Aldi
Store is located.
The engine was built in Altrincham and
the generator in Stockport. This engine
had probably still run when last needed
and was complete when it was removed
from the cinema despite having had
negligible maintenance over a long
period. There was no element in the
lubrication oil filter and the sump oil was
more like black sludge than oil. Most of
the engine had soldiered on without
complaint, but the white-metal large ends
had worn down to the bronze housings
and, though not actually seized, would
have knocked audibly. [Mine certainly did!
Ed].
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A good number of the cooling passages
in the crankcase and cylinder heads were
completely blocked with calcium deposits
from the water and this had led to
overheating of the liners and pistons with
bad scuffing of the pistons and rings but
again these had not actually seized. The
top ring grooves in the aluminium pistons
had worn such that they were about half
as wide again as originally manufactured.
The engine internals needed a
tremendous amount of cleaning to get
them fit for re-use because of the neglect.
The crankshaft was in good condition
other than for the crankpins and they
have been professionally re-ground
undersize. The large end housings have
been re-metalled and bored to the correct
size for the crankpins. Unfortunately, the
revised housings did not have an
adequate chamfer to fit the reground
crank but this has been corrected by
hand scraping.
The crankshaft had markings which
showed that it was manufactured by
Mitchell Shackleton in 1937. There is an
image of their factory, Vulcan
Engineering Works, Patricroft, a year
later, available on the Internet at the
following address:
http://www.britainfromabove.org.uk/image
/epw057377. Regarding the piston, Geoff
fortunately had several used spare
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pistons and rings so we have chosen the
best of these for the re-build and they are
certainly a lot better than those removed.
The main bearings were in remarkably
good condition. The current status of the
engine is as follows:
• Crank fitted to bedplate complete with
balance weights.
• Crankcase fitted to bedplate and
liners de-glazed with ceramic ball tackle.
Eddie and Ian with the two good for use pistons

• Pistons and conn rods fitted and
large ends tightened.
The next step is to fit the camshafts, cam
followers and free end gear casing then
time the engine for chain fitment. Geoff
Baker has asked whether the engine will

be running for this Christmas. With a bit
of luck, it might be running the following
one!

Autumn Gathering Reminder
The venue for this year’s event is
Stafford Boat Club
15th - 17th September
Further information in Spring Edition

Full range of of RN Spares and service items available from stock together with engines on display at Hillmorton.
Full range of Boatyard Services including Engine servicing and repairs, Boat blacking, Full boat repainting service,
Boat building and repairs, Plumbing & electrics, Weld repairs.
GBBS Hillmorton Ltd. & Russell Newbery Marine Diesel Engines
01327 700023 / 01788 578 661 mobile 07812 039110
www.russellnewbery.com email. russellnewbery@aol.com
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2015 Summer Cruise to West Yorkshire - Part 3
Norman Woolley concludes his epic trip.

I've always been a great believer in creating
an advantage out of a disadvantage, so
now in the situation of being trapped in
Marsden by having to wait for 4 days before
I could return through the Standedge
Tunnel, gave me a golden opportunity to
explore the countryside in this area. It had
always been my intention to undertake
some walking in the Dales whilst in this
region of Yorkshire, so now I had the
perfect opportunity to do so. It was most
fortuitous that the two days on which I
chose to walk provided perfect weather,
although a little bit on the windy side, as
one would expect on the Yorkshire Dales,
but otherwise warm and sunny, with perfect
visibility. A complete contrast to the howling
winds and horizontal rain experienced on
the journey to this location.

Colne. The scenery was magnificent along
a well-maintained path, then a bit of road
walking, before joining a bridleway leading
me back alongside the bank of the river
Colne.
I then arrived at the confluence of the river

There is a very interesting visitors centre at
the Marsden end of the Standedge Tunnel.
Colne with another river, where there was
what appeared to be a Packhorse Bridge
over the river with a notice 'The Standedge
Trail' prominently displayed. on a route
marker post. Great, I reckoned at last I was
on the correct route. However, after several
hundred yards the path ran out into Bruin
what amounted to sheep tracks, with me
leaping across from bank to bank of the
stream I was following.

There trip boats take you into the tunnel,
but disappointingly no maps of walking
routes to follow. Even in the town I couldn't
find suitable maps, so it was a question of
following your nose, and available signage,
to find the route you wished to take. I
wanted to walk over the top of tunnel on my
first day's walk, as I knew there was a horse
path over the top, so I followed a promising
path from the Visitor Centre, hopefully
leading me over the tunnel, but in fact
ended up walking alongside the scenic river
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I decided to turn back and came across
another notice 'Public Bridleway, Station to
Station Walk'. Perhaps this is the route, I
thought, but knowing that although there
was a station at Marsden, there was not
one at the other end of the tunnel at Diggle,
and despite the configuration of this new
path looking very promising, I proceeded
with some doubts in my mind as to this path
leading me where I hoped. How right I was,
because the steady climb upwards led me
to high ground on the opposite side of the
valley to Pule Hill through which the tunnel
passed. In fact, I could see the tops of
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several shafts surmounting the tunnel on
the hill across the valley. I even saw
walkers in the distance who were obviously
on the path for which I was looking. It was
now obvious I was not anywhere near to the
path I sought, so it was time to retrace my
steps back to Marsden.
However, the picturesque scenery, and
fantastic weather had more than
compensated for not finding the correct
path. The following day promised good
weather once more, so full of enthusiasm
off I set to locate the horse path over the
tunnel. Still no indication of where the path
started, but at least this different route of
uphill climbing achieved locating the route
over the top of Pule Hill through which the
tunnel was constructed. Again, a perfect
day for walking with wonderful long distance
views. In fact, from the higher ground I
looked down on where I had walked earlier
on the other side of the valley, and was able
to see Huddersfield in the distance, through
which I should have passed on , had I not
run out of time available to achieve my
planned journey. I consoled myself with the
thought that by seeing Huddersfield from
afar, I had at least used less energy than
boating through all the numerous locks to
get there on Bruin.
Before leaving Marsden after my 4 day stay
to once more transit the tunnel on my return
journey, here is a shot of an amazing
feature of the river Colne where it cascades
from an aqueduct over the dual track
railway, as shown below.
PHOTO OF CASCADE.
On Friday, the 5th June I set off on my
return journey back through the 31/4 milelong Standedge tunnel, being the last of
three boats going through from the Marsden
end that morning. Setting off at 08.30
enabled me to get a good overnight
mooring at the village of Dobcross, right
opposite the Wool Road sanitary station, of
which I made good use the following
morning before setting off. Coming down
the flight of 10 locks from the summit was
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much easier going than on the way up to
the summit level in what was abysmal wet
and windy weather. Having said that, there
was a hidden benefit from the windy
conditions, as all the way up the flight the
wind had blown open the bottom gates
nicely ready for me to drive Bruin into the
locks. After using the Wool Road facilities, I
set off for my overnight mooring at
Stalybridge, and as I was coming into one
of the many locks on the way down, a
person walking along the towpath asked me
if I was on my own, and when I said that
was the case, he'd said, "Give me your
windlass and I'll do the lock for you."
Well what a wonderful bit of luck, in fact,
John by name, turned out to be a boater
moored in Stalybridge who saw me down a
further three locks, and returned my
windlass at the end of his most welcome
assistance. The following day was Sunday
the 7th June, the day I said goodbye to the
Huddersfield Narrow Canal at Portland
Basin, where I turned left onto the Lower
Peak Forest Canal, which was a change
from my original planned route home. I'd
had enough of the rigours of 'Bandit
Territory' on the Ashton Canal and the
Rochdale nine through Manchester, so had
decided on a more scenic route back to the
Trent and Mersey Canal. At the end of that
5 locks day I moored overnight, despite the
overhead electricity pylons, at a fine rural
mooring near to the bottom of the Marple
flight of 16 locks. I set off the following
morning at 08.00 to tackle the 16 locks
ahead of me. The Marple flight is most
picturesque, but very hard work on your
own, a contributory factor being that there is
nowhere to moor between each lock, so it's
advisable to always set the lock ahead of
you, enabling you to drive straight in. My
method was whilst Bruin was properly
secured and rising in the first lock, to go to
the lock above, crack open one of the lower
paddles to empty the lock, then onto the
second one ahead, crack open one bottom
paddle, then head back to Bruin, and on the
way, open the bottom gates of the now
empty lock above Bruin's lock.
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On leaving that lock, shut the gates and
paddles, drive into the next lock, climb up
the lock ladder and start the process all
over again. In effect, I walked that flight
some four times in order to set the next two
locks ahead of me in our favour. Casting off
at a reasonably early hour that morning, it
was only around half way up the Marple
flight that I started meeting other boats, so a
change of routine was necessary, but at
least with no other boats moving earlier on,
my method of working caused no
inconvenience to other boaters.
Interestingly the whole way up the flight
there was a keen photographer, Chris
Wilcox, taking photos of me working
through. So often I have seen photos being
taken of Bruin, but never seen the end
result, and on mentioning this fact to the
photographer, he was kind enough to Email me the magnificent results of his
labours. After the five hours spent coming
up the flight I decided that was it for the
day, and moored in a space I was fortunate
to find at the top of the Marple flight on the
Upper Peak Forest Canal, spending what
was left of the day in recovery mode and
visiting the town for a bit of necessary reprovisioning.
Two nights later on the 10th June along the
Macclesfield Canal, I moored about quarter
of a mile above the 12-lock flight at Bosley.
The following morning with an early start it
wasn't until lock 10 that I met another boat
coming up the flight. After the three hours
spent coming down the flight, I moored up
to indulge in a mug of tea to refresh myself,
then continued to an overnight mooring
beyond Congleton at Astbury, around 4
miles before the Harecastle Tunnel, through
which I passed the following day to moor
overnight at Barlaston on the Trent and
Mersey Canal. My next destination was
Stone, where I moored overnight to meet
with friends the following day. Whilst away
from Bruin, visiting my friends for an
evening meal, on my return I found that
some water skiing boater had managed
unbelievably to break the end off one of my
solid brass fairleads holding my centre line
as he sped past. My next overnight stop
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was at Great Heywood, and whilst waiting
to go through Great Heywood lock the
following morning my mobile phone decided
to go swimming in the canal, which did
cause a few communication problems, very
fortunately eased by meeting other Russel
Newbury members John & Hazel who lent
me their phone for some essential calls. On
Thursday the 18th June, 3 days after
leaving Stone, I moored Bruin at Kings
Bromley Marina in order to return home for
several days to deal with many booked
commitments, including an away weekend
in Salisbury with my Past Masters
Association for former Livery Company
Masters.
Monday 13th July saw me back on board
Bruin accompanied by my good friend,
Vince Locatelli, ready to set off for the the
Russell Newbery Rally at Titford Pools, and
the BCN Cruise thereafter. Regretfully
Vince had to depart for home the morning
after our overnight mooring on the Bentley
Arm, so I was now again on my own, when
following the end of the BCN Cruise on
Friday 24th July, I set off for Braunston via
the North Stratford Canal and GU Main line
arriving there on Saturday 1st August ready
to meet with my eldest son and his family
over from Zurich in Switzerland on their
annual UK sabbatical. They enjoyed a day
out on board Bruin before she went into dry
dock for bottom blacking and a Hull Survey
required by my insurers. Again more home
commitments called, so I left Bruin at
Braunston after the dry docking, until Friday
14th August when I headed south back to
base on the River Wey Navigation at
Pyrford Marina, via the South Oxford Canal,
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where on the summit level I spotted this
most unusual mooring.
Thence to join the River Thames, meeting
with some local boating friends at the head
of the Thames at Lechlade, to enjoy their
company for several days as we travelled
south together as far as Marlow, where we
parted company for me to continue

homeward, returning to Pyrford Marina on
Monday 31st August.
[who took all the photographs for this article
including the stunning Thames sunset on the
back cover]

New Kid on the BLACK!
Keelblack is a pure bitumen emulsion of
approximately 50% solids in a water base.
This gives some very significant
advantages over solvent based bituminous
paints in that it can be applied on to damp
steel making application much more
predictable at times of high humidity and
particularly during the winter. This results in
better scheduling for yards and happier
customers getting their boats back on time
and without the concern that a solvent base
blacking might have been applied before
the hull was completely dry. Keelblack
eliminates the need for expensive
dehumidifying and artificial heat and
because of its low viscosity (SG of
approximately 1) it is very easy and fast to
apply.

(approximately 20-30 minutes. If the
product is applied THINLY (VERY
IMPORTANT) then several coats can be
applied in one day and the hull re-launched
within 24-48 hours (weather dependent).

Keelblack is derived from 25PEN roadgrade bitumen (the hardest bitumen
capable of being emulsified and the second
hardest grade of bitumen manufactured)
which compares with conventional softer
solvent-based bituminous blacking of
between 80 and 125 PEN. This
exceptionally hard grade of bitumen results
in a very abrasion-resistant finish which
lasts and is very simple to repair if
mechanically damaged.

Commercial users of Keelblack confirm that
subsequent docking times are reduced by
as much as 1-1.5 days by virtue of the ease
of preparation and absence of freshwater
barnacles and weed.

The product can be sprayed using an
airless spray although best coverage and
product utilisation is achieved by manual
application with paint pads or rollers. One
man can apply Keelblack to a 60ft narrow
hull (sides only - gunnel to chine) in 40
minutes and overcoating can be undertaken
as soon as the previous coat is touch dry
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Keelblack conforms to EN7375 European
anti-leaching legislation) and has been used
in water-based locations by such bodies as
Suffolk Wildlife, contractors for the National
Trust. When dry it has no impact on water
quality or wildlife (although care not to pour
liquid bitumen into water courses should be
observed).
The resulting finish is a silk / semi-matt but
very smooth surface which deters marine
growth.

Coverage is 9 sqm per litre and
approximately 10 litres will give three coats
to a 57ft narrowbeam.
Retail cost is £48.48 inc VAT and carriage
for 5 litres but there could be savings for RN
register members for multiple orders. NB
the product has a shelf life so we wouldn’t
recommend stockpiling it.
For more information phone 0333 405 4045
or 07887 770 007.
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